Diver IDentification System (DIDS)
What it is...
You’ll know that your divers have all returned safely from
their dives. The Diver Identification System makes it easy
to track divers at all open-water sites.
• It is a safety initiative supported by DAN Donors and
DAN Corporate Donors.
• The Diver Identification System comes with a DAN tag
board and 12 numbered tags. It is available in red and
white. If you request both colors, you can accommodate
up to 24 divers.
• It comes with a reusable dive roster to log diver names
and DIDS numbers.

How it works…
1. Prior to diving, the dive leader assigns
each diver an individually numbered
DIDS tag.
2. The diver removes the tag from the
board and secures it to their BCD.
3. The dive leader logs the diver’s name
and tag number on the roster as
they enter the water.
4. After the dive, the diver removes
their tag and returns it to the board.
5. The Diver Identification System in
combination with a diver roll call
procedure helps ensure no diver
is left in the water.

To start using DIDS, contact the DAN Industry Partner Team at

1-877-532-6776

•

IndustryPartner@DAN.org

Disney/The Living
Seas is the principal
supporter of DIDS

Diver IDentification System (DIDS)
**PLEASE NOTE: Each location and boat needs to complete a separate application.
Total number of divers: _______________________________
Quantity of boards
(check appropriate number):

__ (1) white 12-tag board
__ (1) red 12-tag board
Business name/recipient name

The system is designed to accommodate
up to 24 divers. If you have more than 12 divers,
please request two different colors, red and white.
System dimensions are provided below.

_________________________________________________________

Contact name _________________________________________
DAN Industry Partner or DAN Member number:
________________________________________________________

Shipping address (NO P.O. Boxes):
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

Phone: _________________________________________________
Fax: ____________________________________________________
Email: __________________________________________________
Website: ________________________________________________
Location where DIDS boards will be used:

Numbers are labeled on the board behind the tags to indicate
which tags are missing and which divers are still in the water.

_________________________________________________________

Please complete this form in its entirety and return it to:

Divers Alert Network
Industry Relations
6 West Colony Place, Durham, NC 27705
Fax: +1-919-490-6630

To support the DIDS program,
contact DAN Development at

1-800-446-2671 ext. 611
or
Development@DAN.org

FREE SHIPPING**
**For shipping information outside of the 50 US states
and Canada please contact DAN: IndustryPartner@DAN.org
or +1.919.684.2948 x 295

DAN Use Only: Order # _____________________

